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INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of high speed aircraft, missiles, satellites, space

craft, and the concept of lunar flights, there has arisen a host of pro

blems which only a few years ago were unheard of. Hew areas of scientific 

investigation have teen created and a whole new language has arisen such 

as astronaut, aerospace, space capsule, zero-g environment, etc. In order 

to solve many of the problems arising in the field of space technology, 

man has been forced into the position of reviewing old concepts in more 

detail and in many cases discarding the old and establishing the new. A 

classic example of this is the discarding of the Navier-Stokes equations 

of fluid motion, when one is investigating the viscid flow over a hyper

sonic airfoil in a rarified gas environment, in favor of a statistical 

analysis based on the probability of the number of molecular collisions 

per unit time. 

One of the major problems encountered in high-speed flight is that of 

aerodynamic heating and the limiting of the heat flux at the stagnation 

point. This is a major problem particularly for reentry glide vehicles 

traveling at hypersonic speeds. Many of the heat flux equations now 

available are empirical and based on wind tunnel data. If one attempts to 

derive an expression for the stagnation heat flux using the classical 

approach, the classical equations of fluid dynamics must be greatly 

simplified if one derives a useful workable expression, hence, at the 

very best, the derived equation is only as good as the approximations 

used in the simplification. In this investigation, the classical approach 

is utilized, however, to derive a useful working expression, it was 
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necessary to make a number of not too unrealistic assumptions. The 

important fact, relative to this investigation, is that whether one uses 

a classical approach or an empirical relationship the resulting equation 

for the stagnation heat flux is independent of the angle of attack of the 

vehicle. 

For a reentry glide vehicle subjected to aerodynamic heating, the 

optimum trajectory may he defined as the one for which the stagnation 

point heat flux never exceeds some preassigned value. A maximum range is 

also desired. The optimization of the trajectory involves the dynamics 

of a six degree of freedom reentry glide vehicle traveling at hypersonic 

speeds in a central force field and subjected to the action of aerodynamic 

forces. The motion of a reentry glide vehicle may he controlled "by chang

ing the angle of attack of the control surfaces since the aerodynamic 

forces and pitching moments acting on the vehicle are functions of the 

angle of attack. The control variable which is the angle of attack, 

while dominant in the aerodynamic forces and moment equations, does not 

appear in the stagnation point heat flux equation. This creates a problem 

and the problem of the optimum trajectory as stated is one of determining 

an angle of attack, which is somehow dependent upon the stagnation point 

heat flux. 

If the usual mayj m-nm-TTrî ni mum techniques are applied to the problem of 

the optimum trajectory as stated, the technique fails due to the fact that 

the constraint function, which will be considered as the maximum stagna

tion point heat flux, is independent of the angle of attack a. 

If the classical variational Bolza technique is applied to the pro

blem of the optimum trajectory as stated, this technique also fails due 

to the reason stated above. 
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One method of attack often utilized in problems involving the 

optimization of a missile intercept range is the steepest descent method. 

This method is successful when applied to the problem of the optimum tra

jectory as stated. The method involves the selection of the "best" 

values of a number of parameters. These "best" values of parameters are 

determined by sets of experiments, each set planned from information 

obtained from the preceding experiments. All significant factors are 

included and all constraints are satisfied in the initial experiment. 

Thep, small variations in each parameter are used to measure the differ

ential effects of each parameter upon the function to be maximized or 

minimized. The experiments are repeated until there is no longer a signi

ficant change in the function for each new set of experiments. This 

method lacks the sophistication of the classic variational method, and 

involves many experiments or computations(3). 

The purpose of this investigation is to derive, by classical varia

tional methods, the system of equations which will yield the optimum tra

jectory, as stated. All of the fundamental equations governing the aero

dynamic heating and the flight mechanics of an unpowered reentry glide 

vehicle will be derived and these equations will then be subjected to 

recombination and analysis in terms of a classical variational control 

problem. Various conditions and an inequality constraint will be imposed 

upon the fundamental set of equations with the intention that the Lagrange 

multipliers, which are involved in this method of attack, serve as 

generating functions which generate an angle of attack such that the 

optimum trajectory, as stated, results. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

A constant 

A area (where designated) 

a^ constants 

a^ acceleration (where designated) 

a sonic velocity 

B constant 

B constant 

0^ specific heat at constant pressure 

Dj. drag 

D diameter (where designated) 

e^j strain rate component 

E energy 

F force 

F. . view factor 
K1 

gc a constant which relates force, mass, length and time 

G heat absorption capacity 

h altitude (where designated) 

h enthalpy (where designated) 

I inertia 

i free index 

J a constant which relates length, force, and thermal energy 

j summing index 

k specific heat ratio 

kc thermal conductivity 
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L± lift 

Lg length of airfoil 

m mass of vehicle 

M moment 
om 

M Mach number 

M mass (where designated) 

Hu Nusselt number 

o refers to stagnation point 

P pressure 

Pr Prandtl number 

Qp radiant heat flux 

Q conducted heat flux 
c 

aerodynamic heat flux 

R general coordinate (where designated) 

Rg Reynolds number 

R gas constant (where designated) 

R earth radius 
o 

T temperature 

T„ stress component 

t time 

U free stream velocity 

TL potential function 
IV 

Û internal energy 

u velocity component 

u^ displacement rate 

v velocity component 
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V velocity 

W weight 

W work (where designated) 

x general coordinate 

y general coordinate 

z general coordinate 

a angle of attack 

a(Pr) a function of Prandtl number 

(|> flight angle 

œ angular velocity 

rx constant 

p density 

a constant 

CT slope (where designated) 

G emissivity 

6 "boundary layer thickness 

Lagrange multipliers 

p. viscosity 

p. constant 

6 angular coordinate 

7 kinematic viscosity 

y angular coordinate 

T] dimensionless velocity profile 

T| normal (where designated) 

T shear stress 
w 
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volume (where designated) 

refers to free stream 
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CENTRAL FORCE FIELD 

A central force field is defined as a gravitational field which is 

produced "by a perfectly homogeneous and perfectly spherical "body. The 

central force field theory is of particular importance because it is 

usually adequate in performance analysis and in a great number of cases, 

for determining the basic flight path of an object within the field. The 

fundamental law of celestial mechanics is Newton's law of gravitation. 

Gravitation has been described by Newton as a force which is directly pro

portional to the mass of the attracting body and inversely proportional to 

the square of the distance from the center of the body. When considering 

a single point source of attraction in space one speaks of a central force 

field. The path of motion of a body acted upon by gravitation is called 

its orbit. In a central force field all orbits are geometrically defined 

as conics, i.e., ellipses,'parabolas, ôr hyperbolas. Special cases of 

these orbits are radial motion i.e., free fall or vertical ascent, and 

the circular orbit. In general, in a central force field the orbit of a 

body is a conic path with the center of attraction at one focus of the 

conic. 

Consider the following 

Z  

Figure 1. Coordinates of a central body and satellite body 
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M is the central "body, m is the satellite "body, and the inertia! 

reference frame is defined "by the x, Y, z coordinate system. 

The central force acting on the mass m is 

Consider now that the mass M is the earth and the mass m is an 

orbiting vehicle and that the inertial frame of reference is a set of 

fixed axes fixed within a non-rotating earth. These assumptions are made 

"because the nature7 of the problem is such that the time from the start 

of reentry to impact will "be small, i.e., the effects of a rotating, 

revolving earth will "be assumed to "be negligible. 

k2 M m 
(1) 

B2 

h 

x 

P I T C H  R O L L  

T R A J E C T O R Y  

Figure 2. Vehicle flight configuration 

where: 

a = angle of attack 

(j> = flight angle 

A = airfoil, 
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Initially, the orbiting vehicle will be traveling in an ellipitical 

orbit possessing both kinetic and potential energy by virtue of its 

velocity and position. Since the vehicle will be unpowered during reentry 

and since it is desired that the vehicle attain a maximum range subject 

to aerodynamic heating, it is obvious that the reentry trajectory should 

be a plane curve if a maximum range, based on an initial reentry total 

energy, is to be attained. All yaw pitch and roll motion should be kept 

at a minimum to reduce the energy requirement associated with these 

motions. The angle of attack should be small in order to reduce excessive 

drag. 

The preceding statements justify the reducing of the vehicle to a 

system of three degrees of freedom. The yaw, roll, and the transverse 

trajectory motion will be assumed to be negligible due to energy consider

ations. The vertical and the horizontal trajectory coordinates will 

remain as well as the pitch motion. The pitch motion can be related to 

the flight angle and the angle of attack as indicated in Figure 2. Note 

that the flight angle is related to the slope of the trajectory and that 

the slope is a function of the vertical velocity divided by the horizon

tal velocity. If one assumes a small angle of attack as compared to the 

flight angle, it might be possible to reduce the vehicle to two degrees 

of freedom. At this point, however, the vehicle is considered to be a 

three degree of freedom system. 
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Figure 3. Central force field coordinates 

dx m , 
— = Tan » 

5T 7 

4 is the flight angle. The origin of the coordinates h and x is 

ground point directly "below the point of reentry. The origin of the 

coordinates R and 6 is at the center of the earth as indicated 
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in Figure 3. Useful relationships which are indicated in Figure 3 are 

X = (B + h) Tan 9. (4) 

X = E sin 6 (5) 

from which: 

R Tan 9 + h Tan 6 = R sin 9 (6) 
o 

R sin 6 - R Tan 6 

h = Tan 9 

h = R cos 9 - R (8) 
o x ' 

also repeating Formula 1 

FR = " ̂  (9) 
R 

The force function of a vehicle located in a central force field is 

Fr = - mgc @ R = Rq (10) 
o 

" ™gc = - (11) 
C R2 o 

or. 

gc R20 = + k2M (12) 

hence 
E2 

FE = " • <15> 

The potential function relative to the surface from which this force is 

derived is 

R 

R 

^ = J" + nge &o S (15) 

Bo 
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UR = + Ro ( (l6) 

IX 

The kinetic energy of a vehicle located in a central force field is 

T = | (i2 + È2) + | (J + à)2. (17) 

The Lagrangian function is 

L = T - UR (18) 

L = | (x2 + &2) + | (J + a)2 - mgc Rq (1 - ̂ ) (19) 

where, v 

R2 = (Rq + h)2 + (20) 

Since there are aerodynamic drag forces existing, the work which 

these drag forces do may be expressed as follows 

m = Qi 6Xi . (21) 

Hamilton's principle, stated in a most general form, is 

5 7 (L + W) dt = 0 (22) 

\ 
in which ¥ is the work done by noneonservative (extraneous) forces, such 

as the aerodynamic drag forces mentioned above. Performing the indicated 

operation on the preceding equation leads to the Lagrange equation for the 

coordinate 

and 

•vr U 
— Ô x. =0 (2k) 

Sii 

where Qj_ are non-conservative forces. 
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DERIVATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL 

EQUATIONS REQUIRED FOR THE AERODYNAMIC 

HEATING ANALYSIS 

All equations in this chapter will "be derived "by utilizing the 

compactness of the tensor notation. 

The general equation of motion for a fluid particle is 

Tij,j +h' 

where T„ is the component of the stress tensor T^. 

The stress strain relationship may be expressed as (31) 

Tij = 2 ̂  eij + 13 Ôij eii " P 5ij 

T.. = (2 n + 3 b) e.. - 3 P. 

For a static condition, 

T.. = - 3P,hence 
ii ' 

b = - | n, thus. 

Tij,j = '2 ̂  ̂ ij),j + SjLj e^),. - P,d S±y 

The strain-displacement rate relationship may be expressed as 

elj = * (ui,j + u3,l) 

eij,j= * + W = 4 (V2 - V 

j ~ Uljlj ~ e'i 

hence, the general equation of motion becomes 

W,j + Uj,i^ ^ j " 3 Ôij Ui,i ^ (V 2 ui + 9>±) ~ 3 ̂  Ôij 9'j 
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W, j + uj,i^ V-'j " 3 ui,i +̂ V2 ui + 3 6,i ~ P,i + = par (^5) 

The last equation is known as the Navier-Stokes equation. 

The equation of the conservation of mass, or continuity, may "be 

derived as follows: 

Figure 4. Reference volume 

The net mass flow rate into the volume T is 

Jk pv cos e dA = jk pv • T] dA ~^ (Pv)i T1i ^A = (pv)^^ dx. (36) 

There may "be sources or sinks within the differential volume. Let i|r 

"be the source or sink function, i.e., the mass generated or dissipated per 

unit time per unit volume. The total mass generated or dissipated per 

unit time within the volume T is: 

Tjr <2T. (37) 

At any time t, the mass within the volume r is 

fT P dr, • (38) 

the time rate of change of the mass within the volume t  is 

/ || a'T. . " (39) 

The sum of Equation 36, 37, and 39 should be equal to zero or 

j-r t(pv)i,i + t + = 0. (40) 

Since dx is an arbitrary differential volume and the integral over the 
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volume T is equal to zero, the value of the integrand must be equal to 

zero, hence, the continuity equation "becomes 

(pv'i,t + • + It = 0' 

The equation of the conservation of energy may be derived as follows: 

% 

(41) 

Figure 5. Reference volume 

The net heat energy per unit time conducted into the volume r is • 

A " K ^ 54 = A " K 5^ 5T = A " (k T'i> Ii ^ = 

(k t,.),. dT. T • -i-i- W 

The net radiant heat energy exchange per unit time (q^) is found by 

utilizing the net radiation method. 

d A -

Figure 6. Reference area q out 
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The net radiant flux per unit time impinging on d/L is 

^in %ut ~ %R 

+ iE> = qm (W) 

(Jjn - (1 - Ojj ) qln - 0 tja. - qNR t1*5' 
1 11 

°clA. %Ln " edA. 0 TdA. = qHR' ^ 
l ii 

The radiant flux "in" q n̂ may be expressed in terms of the radiant flux 

"out" (qQû )k of the other surfaces A^. or 

^in = ^out^k Fki* ^ 
k<L 

Fki is the geometric or view factor, i.e., the fraction of the space 

intercepted by the ith surface which the kth surface sees. Equation 46 

becomes g 

qNRi = ai X ^out^k Fki " €i a Ti* K=1 

The ith surface (dA^) is also included in the summation if any part of 

the ith surface (d/L) can "see" itself. 

The net energy transport per unit time into the volume T by virtue 

of mass transport is 

jk p u v cos 6 d A = Ja P ^ v * 1 dA ~ k̂ ^ v̂ i ^ = 

(p iiv). ,± dr. (49) 
f 

The net energy transport per unit time into the volume r by virtue 

of mass kinetic energy is 
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(E-j) V cos 0 dA = -f (Ĝ R) V . n dA = F) V, N, dA = 
A ^2g^J A x2g J' i '»! 

c 

X" ̂2gcJ Ti^i dT* 

The net energy transport per unit time into the volume t  "by virtue of 

mass potential energy is 

(50) 

/ gz. . /  
/ 

A gcd- - A -gc 
.A (r-y) P T cos e dA = -^ (—J p) v • n dA = ^ (—j p) vi q. dA = 

g\ P 

-5F -1"! 
v), dr. (51) 

Let E "be the sum of the kinetic, potential - and internal energy of a fluid 

particle of mass dm within the volume T at any time t, then, the energy 

within the volume T at time t is 
=klS r -vê _ z
kIs f 

J_ (^Î— + u + -= ) p dT = ' E p dr. 
T 2JGO Jg„ c c 

The increment in energy within the volume T, per unit time, is 

/ !  3t (Ep) dT. 

(52) 

(5$) 

Figure 7. Reference for the pressure tensor P.. 

The net work done "by the pressure tensor P.. on the surface of the volume 
1J 

T, per unit time is 
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jk Fij Tj "i 'Jk [p Bij vj + Tij Ii 34 'J [(P V'i + 

(Tij V'i1 3t- (5%) 

Other forms of work such as net shaft work performed on the fluid within 

the voluem T, per unit time, per unit volume, will "be designated as 

Ws/J. (55) 

The conservation of energy requires that the sum of all energy terms, 

Equations h2 through 55 inclusive, "be equal to.zero, hence 

/  -  ( k  T , . ) ^  d T  + y A  [ a .  ^  F k .  -  € .  »  T ^ l  d A  +  

yT C(p dT +J (g^v.),. dT * j 4t + 

jz tfar
i
)' i+ ,Ttj Tj''i' r * ji T dT *Jt 5t(Ep) dT = °- (56) 

Regroup the volume integrals in the following manner. 

fx t'k T'i + <p 5 T)i + iS" Ti + Je" + p Ti + Tij Tj''i "T + 
J c c j 

/T St (3p) ^ t°i |=1 "6k Fki " £i ' ^ +/ - °-(57) 

Expand the following terms in Equation 57 

P H. 

Equation 58 "becomes 

(p û v) + (p v.),. +^(ii p). (58) 

(p û) vi#. + (p Û),. v. + (Û p) + p,j. v. + p v.^. = ̂  (p Û), + 

(p + p û) v.^. + se. -= 2L (P h) + (h p) = p It (h) + 
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h5t (p) + (h p) Ti,i " 3t (59) 

"but from Equation 4l and assuming i|r = 0 

h it = " (h P) vi,i (6o) 

hence, Equation $8 "becomes, with the J factor added 

p it(h) - St • (6l) 

Redefine the following terms in Equation 57 as follows 

("k T,i^i = ̂ ic,i 

â± C qok Fki ei 0 Ti^i dT = ̂ SlRi,i dTe k=l 7 

Expand the following terms in Equation 57 

< v-i+ vi;i + v, + >1;1 + 

(~ji7)'ivi = it- 3t +̂ Ti,i+ it 

' & ("3i7 )̂ = pit (Si-) + " it ̂  - It (fzij- & (^)-

(64) 

Substituting Equations 6l and 64 into Equation 57 yields 

vf gz, T. . v. W 

[qic,i+ p Dt(h + é r + + SiRi,i+ + T - - J Z t + 

It +"55^' -1? (iSc
+dT = °" (65) 

Since dr is an arbitrary volume and the integral is zero when evaluated 

over the volume, we have the general energy equation, as 

sr£ + p5t(h + s^" + jr) + *W,i+ It * j2 • St= °-(66) 
X C C 1 
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Equation 66 is the most general form of the conservation of energy. The 

terms in order represent, 

a. The net heat energy conducted into the volume t. 

b. The net convective energy transported into the volume t  by virtue 

of mass transport. 

c. The net radiant heat energy incident on the surface of the body T. 

d. The net work done by, in our particular problem, shear forces 

within and on the surface of the volume T. 

e. The net work done by external forces such as shaft or pump work. 

f. The last term is a correction factor for the time variation in 

the hydrostatic component of the pressure tensor P^. 

Equation 56 may be rewritten in terms of surface area integrals and 

integrated. When this is done, another useful computational form of the 

conservation of energy results, (32) i.e., 

/ vf z g z , ^ z g 
Qnet + < 5 ™i (hi + 235^ + = <5 me (he + 35^ + 3^' + 

z 
A [m (u + 2Jgc + 2gĉ  •'a + Wnet (shaft and frictional)* (^7) 
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DERIVATION OF THE MOMENT, LIFT AND DRAG FORCES OH A 

HYPOTHETICAL AIRFOIL Hî A POTENTIAL FLOW FIELD 

The moment, lift and drag forces acting on a thin supersonic air

foil will now he derived (26). It will he assumed that the angle of 

attack is small, and that due to the sharpness of the leading and trail

ing edges of the airfoil, the penalty in drag, due to detached shock, will 

"be minimi zed. 

00 CO 
00 

A e 

Figure 8. Streamline-Mach wave interaction 

Voo 

dS 

airfoil 

I 

Figure 9. 'Hypersonic airfoil 
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y 

£ 

(o*L +a ) 

Figure 10. Section of hypersonic airfoil showing aerodynamic forces 

The change in pressure when a streamline crosses a mach wave may be 

computed as, refer to Figure 8, 

P " Poo = ~ Poo Voo u (68) 

"but from Figure 8 

u 
-V = Tan a=o' 

hence, 

P - P = p V V Tan a . 00 00 00 00 

(69) 

(TO) 

If AS is the change in direction of the streamline and if AS is small, 

then 

V = V AS.. (71) 

and Equation 70 "becomes 

P - P = p V2 Tan a AS 
00 00 

(72) 
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"but 

Tan aœ = , ^ (75) 

J5?"7 

hence, the required relation "between the change in pressure and the change 

in direction of a streamline is 

k P M2 

p - p -  =  F r f - A e '  ( w  
>1 00 

Figure 9 represents a cross section of a thin airfoil, a is the 

angle of attack and t] and Ç are airfoil axes. The pressures P and P^ 

act on the upper and lower surfaces respectively. The airfoil length is 

Lg and assume a span dimension of unity. The mach wave at the leading 

edge of the airfoil is designated "by the line I and II. 

Figure 10 is a more detailed view of a section of the airfoil and 

indicates the differential forces, lift dL and drag dD which act upon the 

differential surface dS. The subscripts refer to upper and lower surface. 

The inclination of the surface tangetn is indicated "by a. Note that the 

following relations for the local directions of the streamlines near the 

airfoil surface, relative to the undisturbed flow, are valid from the 

geometry of flow 

A0u = au - a (75) 

ASL = " (°L + a) (76) 

hence from Equations Ik, 75, and 76 the local net surface pressures are 

kP f 
PT - P. = (O^ + OJ), (77) 
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k P M2 

— =  Jfrf  ^- ' a ) -  ( 7 8 )  

Subtracting the second from the first, the pressure difference at any 

chordwise location is 

k P M2 

PL ' Pu - " K"ffu + 2o:)- (7?) 

\| 00 

To obtain the aerodynamic counter clockwise moment per unit airfoil 

span about the leading edge, the expression for the differential moment 

is integrated over the length of the airfoil. 

«om - (pL - v £ a; (80) 

kP if 
<3Mom = 00 (ffL - au + 2a) ç d£ (81) 

lîf -
>J CO 

now 

L, 
7 5 = L|/2 (82) 

J •o S - V âï - SU - Sl- (%) 

ST is the area "between the lower surface and the chord and S is the area L u 

above the upper surface and the chord. Assuming symmetry with respect to 

the chord 

Su = SL- (84) 

hence, Equation 8l integrated over the length of the airfoil yields 

k P yp 
M = fL_!! rv T.2 
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Let 

kg RT = a2 (86) C œ x ' 

also 

p„ - P. E T„ (87) 

hence, the moment per unit span is 

a2 p yf L| a 

Mom " L" , • m 
- 1 

The differential lift on lower and upper surfaces are 

dL^ = dSL cos (ffL + a) = PL dÇ. (89) 

dLu = " pu dSu cos (au - a) = - Pu d^ (90) 

hence the total lift per unit span is 

\ k P M2 
Li (PL - Pu> - -j==- 2 a LS (91) 

xl CO 

since 

Ls L , It, 

/ ? ̂-/anL = 0 (92) 

and 

\ 
= 0. (93) 

The drag may now be computed. Referring to Figure 10 the differen

tial drag on lower and upper surfaces is 

dTL = PL dS^ Sin (c^ + a) = PL (aL + a) dç (94) 

dDu = Pu dSu Sin (au - a) = Pu (au - a) dÇ (95) 

hence the total drag per unit span is 
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Js k Pro M2 

D = o I  n /  i [(0l (CTu "a)2 + P°° ( + p=o(Va)] (96) 
y 00 

kPlf L, 

' 1  

00 00 00 S 

kF - i 
(2o? + aj + oj) (97) 

since 

fs 

o 

and 

y °L _y a
u ̂  - o (98) 

C / °L dE - ? (99) 
S 

o 

1 /S 
L / °ï = S ' (100) 
o O 

Equation 97 may be considered the sum of two parts. The first part 

is independent of the profile shape and is dependent only on the angle 

of attack, hence the drag associated with this part is known as the 

induced drag, i.e., 

2 oir k P M2 LC 

$inâ = " " (101) 

The second part of the equation depends only on the profile shape and is 

known as the wave drag due to thickness, i.e., 

k P M2 LG 

Thus far only the drag forces due to normal pressure stresses acting on 

the surface have "been calculated. Another form of drag force exists due 

to the boundary layer shearing stresses. If there is no interaction 
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"between the potential flow region and the "boundary layer at the interface 

of the two, then the shearing stress drag may "be calculated and added 

directly to the preceding Equation 97> thus yielding the total drag. 

The derivation of the shearing stress drag will "be the subject of 

investigation in the next chapter. 
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DERIVATION OF THE FRICTIONAL DRAG ON A 

HYPOTHETICAL AIRFOIL BASED ON A VISCID FLOW 

The equation for the frictional drag will now "be developed, however, 

"before deriving the equation for frictional drag a discussion of the 

"boundary layer "behavior at supersonic and hypersonic conditions is in 

order (21). 

The difference between laminar and turbulent flows is one of 

relative steadiness between the two types of flow. In a laminar flow the 

velocities and properties at each point in the flow field are constant 

with respect to time and the fluid flows in "lamina or sheets", also in 

a laminar flow the interaction between adjacent fluid layers consist of a 

so-called molecular shear stress. The shear stress is a function of a 

fluid property called viscosity and a kinematic relationship. In a 

turbulent flow, the local acceleration du./cit may be much larger than 
1 

the convective acceleration u^ , also in turbulent flow an additional 

interaction is involved which is due to the transfer of momentum from 

layer to layer owing to the velocity fluctuations. This momentum transport 

phenomenon represents an apparent shearing stress and is called the 

turbulent friction. The magnitude of the turbulent friction or apparent 

shearing stress is - (pu^) 1 u/, where the uf and u! are the fluctuations 

of the velocity in the i and j directions and the bar denotes the temporal 

mean value of the product. The negative sign is chosen so as to corres

pond to the definition of positive friction such that the apparent 

shear stress T is considered positive if the fluid layer at the distance 

x^ from the wall is accelerated by the outside flow. This additional 
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apparent shear stress results in skin friction drags for a turbulent 

boundary layer that is several orders of magnitude higher than that 

value associated with the non-turbulent laminar layer. 

The first assumption made for the derivation of the friction drag 

is that in the equations of fluid motion p. is independent of x_, hence 

for a two dimensional flow field Equation 35 reduces to 

x momentum. 

y momentum 

+ (i*, 

The continuity Equation 41 reduces to 

(pu) + (pv) + i]r (xy) + = 0. (105) 

The following assumptions will be made, 

a. The boundary layer is a high speed (hypersonic) laminar layer. 

b. There is no interaction between the laminar layer and the 

external flow field, that is, considering Figure 11. 

SHOCK WAVE 

INVISCID REGION 

VISCOUS REGION 

Figure 11. Hypersonic flow over an airfoil 
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A hypersonic laminar flow over a flat plate generates in the leading 

edge region a detached shock wave. In this region the shock constitutes 

the outer "boundary of the viscous flow region. Between the shock and the 

leading edge, viscosity and heat conduction are dominant throughout and 

all terms in the momentum and energy equations are of the same order of 

magnitude. This region constitutes the stagnation point region and will 

he the subject of later investigation. The present analysis will he 

restricted to that portion of the flow downstream of the leading edge 

which can "be treated as two distinct flow regimes as indicated in Figure 

11. 

At hypersonic speeds the laminar "boundary layer is thicker than 

it is at supersonic speeds owing to the larger temperature gradient across 

the "boundary layer. The growth of this thick "boundary layer induces 

an outward deflection of the streamline which is sufficient to cause 

a change in the effective geometric shape of the body. This distortion . 

of the body contours cause pressure variations to be propagated into 

the main (inviscid) stream along mach lines and this external pressure 

field in turn feeds back into the boundary layer and thus effects its 

rate of growth. This interaction between the boundary layer and the 

inviscid region can occur even at hypersonic speeds even though the 

flow is assumed uniform. Thus at hypersonic speeds, this viscous-

compressible interaction can have important effects on the surface 

pressure distribution, skin friction, surface best transfer rates and 

also affect the laminar to turbulent transition. It is assumed that 

the change in the effective geometric shape due to laminar boundary layer 

growth is negligible, thus the assumption of no interaction. 
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c. It is assumed in the regions farther downstream (of the airfoil) 

that interactions "between the mach waves generated "by the growth of the 

laminar "boundary layer and the shock wave from the leading edge are 

negligible. Thus the inviscid region can be treated as an isentropic 

flow across a single family of characteristics. 

d. The assumption of a high speed hypersonic laminar boundary layer 

eliminates the apparent shearing stress or turbulent friction. 

e. The flow is assumed to be steady, compressible and two dimen

sional flow relative to the airfoil surface. 

f. The body forces are assumed to be zero. 

g. The velocity (u) parallel to the airfoil surface is assumed to 

be a function of y only. 

h. The partials of v are assumed to be negligible. 

i. There are no mass sources or sinks. 

If one assumes 

u = ri (y) (106) 

then Equation 10$ becomes 

(107) 

Equation 114 becomes 

(108) 

and Equation 105 becomes 

& (pi) = - I? (pv). (109) 

Integration of Equation 109 yields 
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- y dy = + pv (110) 

so that Equation 107 "becomes 

Outside of the boundary layer the velocity U is at most a function of x 

only, hence 

§ - - P ° §  

but U " V , hence 00' 

I - 0 to) 

so that Equation 111 becomes 

^ & (%y) = - & (p̂  dy- (ll4) 

Now 

M- ̂  = T (rL5) 

so that Equation 114 becomes 

Tw = (/& (lP) dy) 1 dy. (116) 

00 

Equation ll6 is integrated as follows 

S > 5 6, % 
= ^ f 3x &y] n i - Y n (hp) dy (^7) 

o 00 
5 6 

/ (tip) dy - f  ti (tip) dy (ll8) 

& = / SE (V« 71(3 " ̂ p) dy 

0 

Tw = f h.cpn (v» " 11)3 dy-
n 

t 
w 

tw = v=o 

(119) 

(120) 
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The preceding derivations have reduced the equations of momentum 

and continuity to the momentum integral of Von Karman* s. The analysis 

for the frictional drag on the airfoil at this point is approximate only 

to the degree that the assumptions are themselves approximate. 

It has been assumed that a hypersonic laminar boundary layer exists, 

however, if the flow should become turbulent, then a laminar sublayer will 

develop and the turbulent form of the equations of momentum and contin

uity will still reduce to Equation 120 in the laminar sublayer region 

under the assumptions stated up to this point. If one continues to 

assume that a hypersonic laminar boundary layer exists, the next 

assumption which seems to agree closely with experimental data is that 

the velocity in the boundary layer may be expressed as 

n = ̂  (121) 

or, if one at this point assumes a turbulent boundary layer to exist the 

velocity in the turbulent boundary layer may be expressed as 

where n is some exponent often arrived at from experimental data taken 

within the buffer zone and turbulent core. 

The substitution of Equation 121 into Equation 120 yields 

6 

o 

p is not a constant in the preceding equation, therefore p must be deter

mined as a function of y. 

The perfect gas law and Equation 108 result in 

T 
00 / _ - , \ 

(122) 

(123) 

P = poo T™ * (12k) 
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The Prandtl number is assumed to be unity, hence, the total energy is 

constant throughout the boundary layer and the conservation of energy, 

following a streamline, requires that 

2 V2 

+ CP T = 2jg^ + CP Tœ-' (125) 

where u and T are the local velocity and temperature just inside the 

boundary layer and and T^ are the free stream velocity and temperature, 

let 

hence 

I = (127) 

Substituting Equations 106, 121, and 127 into Equation 124 yields 

p T c /h° 
00 oo B oo 

p f 
1 - (f)2- (128) 

Substituting Equation 128 into Equation 12$ yields 

ô_ tt2 „ m „ (I ~ 

(i - A  
00 

Define the following parameters 

V2 p T c 
00 00 oo p 

h° 
00 

= A (130) 

V2 

= B (131) 
00 
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y/s = n (132) 

then 

Tw = Ix f AÔ ^ 1 J dT1 (133) 
/O 1 - BTJ 

Integration of Equation 1$4 yields 

Tw - s t- i (1-B"2)10 - s tA6 S+1 ̂  m 

or 

o 

(135) 

v - i ï t - g ^ - B < « « >  

(137) 

"but, assuming a laminar "boundary layer 

T = (M- = "IT • (138) 
V*. 

w ~SyJy=o Ô 

Let the bracket term in the Equation 137 he equal to AT^, hence 

C^s) 

integration of Equation 139 yields 

12p.V x 

6 -J^- • 

In Equation 140 the viscosity \i is referenced to the airfoil surface 

•while the other parameters are referenced to the free stream, hence it is 

advisable at this point to reference p. also to the free stream, now 

(i Z T (141) 
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hence 

T 

r - t- ^ 
>00 00 

or. 

^ooTW 
T (143) 

also from Equation 127 

h° 
T = — 
v cp 

(144) 

hence 

Ô = 
2 ? x h 

CO *̂ 00 CO 
(145) 

or 

S = 
2 M* (O* * 

r, Ie c2 p T 1 00 p ^00 oc 

(146) 

Define 

c T = hu 
P O <» (147) 

then 

(«0 )2 = (f)= 
00 p 

(148) 

hence. 

ô = 
2(0, xo 

% ( e ) 2  x  
(149) 

or 

2 / 00 \ 2 1 
xrp / T3û • (150) 
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Equation 150 is of interest in that the function is a function of 

B "but B is defined as. 

V2 

2<Sc 

= B (131) 

from Equation 126 and 131, B may be expressed as 

V2 T 
JV" = 1 ~ - B. (151) 

If the ratio of the free stream temperature to the free stream stagnation 

temperature, relative to the airfoil, is expressed in terms of the mach 

number, B becomes, 

since 

T 
00 

To 1 + (~) 
(152) 

00 

If 
(155) 

B= 1 + (fci) If 

The Reynolds number is 

Be - (154) 
^00 

or 

\ - M P 80 H T. ̂  x. (155) 

Substituting Equations 152 and 155 into Equation 150 yields the 

following equation for the local boundary layer thickness as a function 

of the mach number, distance along the airfoil surface, and free stream 

fluid properties. 

=[1 + v? 1 JTÏ*T¥w •. (15ê) 
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The preceding formula for 6 includes the effects of compressi

bility, references all fluid properties within the boundary layer to 

the free stream fluid properties, accounts for the effect of altitude of 

the airfoil through the free stream fluid properties, accounts for the 

effect of velocity of the airfoil through the mach number and locates 

the position on the airfoil where ô is measured. Since the shear stress 

at the surface of the airfoil and the velocity within the boundary layer 

are functions of Ô, it is obvious that the preceding effects are also 

accounted for in both. The shearing stress at the wall may be expressed 

as 
LI V 
—f5 (138) 

however, with Equations 14$, 144, 147, and 156, Equation 138 may be 

rewritten as 

Tw = ̂  V-
w 1 

» 00 T ô » 

Tw = 
°P 5 

(157) 

(158) 

,, » 1 
Tw = V== T~ ô 

Tw = Sc R TJ¥ 
ri # Pcc ^co 

2 x 

(159) 

(160) 

Equation l60 yields the shear stress on the airfoil surface at the 

distance x from the leading edge. It is obvious that the maximum shear 

stress exist near the leading edge. This is of course due to the velocity 

profile having its largest gradient near the leading edge. 

Integrating Equation l60 over the length of the airfoil and multi

plying by two to account for both surfaces yields the total friction 
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drag per unit airfoil span, i.e., 

Df 

\ 3 
=  J  Ek gc R TJÏ ̂  

r. M3 p p, x 
5—-—- x 2 2 dx. (l6l) 

Bf = [k gc R IJ I Ja rx # pœ ̂  Ls . (162) 

The total drag on the airfoil is now determined "by the addition of 

Equation 162 and Equation 96 

Dt - ra Of + + 5/] IJT" Je rx#. 

OO 
(163) 

Equation 163 will now "be simplified "by neglecting the square of 

the mean slope terms since the prior analyses have assumed the airfoil 

profile to approximate a flat plate, also since 

k gc R Tœ = a2 (86) 

and 

- p. E T„ (87) 

Equation l6$ "becomes 

2a2 p o? ^ 
D
$ • —p= + J8 ri143 p. V (1*) 

8= K -1 
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DERIVATION OF THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND THE 

HEAT FLUX AT THE STAGNATION POINT 

Missile, aircraft flight, or reentry flight at high speeds and any 

altitude introduces many technical problems. One of the most important 

problems which arises is the result of aerodynamic heating. Adiabatic 

wall temperatures under these high speed flight conditions can exceed the 

temperature limitations of most structural material commonly used for the 

skin of such vehicles. 

With the high speed flights now possible, the problem of aerodynamic 

heating is not limited to flights at low altitudes but the problem also 

exists nnder the condition of high speed flight at high altitudes. The 

problem of aerodynamic heating must embody three major flow regimes; 

namely (25), 

a. continuum or conventional gasdynamics, 

b. slip flow, and 

c. free-molecule flow. 

The concept of the boundary layer proposed by Prandtl in 19 0$ has 

proved to be of the greatest practical utility, for it permits the field 

of flow to be treated in two parts: 

a. the potential flow outside the boundary layer, where viscous 

stresses are negligible compared with inertia stresses, and 

b. the thin boundary layer, where viscous stresses are of the same 

order of magnitude as inertia stresses. 

The Navier-Stokes equations of motion for the flow over a body 

in a real fluid are extremely complicated and unsolvable. In the 
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realm of potential flow, however, these governing equations are subject 

to great simplification since the viscous and heat conduction terms may 

be assumed negligible compared with the remaining terms. On the other 

hand, in the region of the boundary layer, the velocity and temperature 

gradients are of necessity so large as not to be negligible. 

In the realm of subsonic flow, the presence of a boundary layer on 

a body influences the potential flow by altering the effective boundaries 

of the potential flow by the amount of the boundary layer displacement 

thickness. The potential flow, in contrast, determines the longitudinal 

pressure distribution for the boundary layer and thus plays an important 

role in the behavior and formation of the boundary layer. 

In the transonic and supersonic flow realm, shock waves may appear in 

the flow field so as to produce between the shock and the boundary layer 

an interaction which will have a pronounced effect on the potential flow. 

This interaction between the viscous and compressible forces also exerts 

profound influences on the boundary layer. 

In order to understand the mechanism of aerodynamic heating, it is 

necessary to understand the role of viscous stresses acting simultaneously 

with heat transfer between fluid layers within the boundary layer. Viscous 

stresses within the boundary layer do shearing work on the fluid particles. 

This work alters the temperature of the fluid particles, i.e., the inter

nal energy and temperature of the fluid in the inner layers increase. 

The variation in temperature leads to heat conduction and changes in 

density and viscosity. The velocity distribution in the boundary layer 

depends on the shear distribution as well as on the viscosity and density-

distribution, hence the skin friction is controlled in part by heat 
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transfer within the boundary layer. The effect of heating or cooling on 

the temperature distribution is shown schematically in Figure 12. 

00 

y 

HOT PLATE COLD PLATE 

Tw 

Figure 12. Effect of heating and cooling on temperature distri
bution 

The preceding solution technique, in which the flow region has been 

assumed to be divided into two regions, i.e., the thin boundary layer and 

the potential flow region, usually suffices for solving most of the flow 

field problems around a body. There are, however, cases for which the 

preceding solution technique does not yield a satisfactory solution. At 

high flight speed and at high altitude the viscous region, i.e., boundary 

layer, may become thick enough to fill the entire flow field behind the 

shock wave. In such a case the concept of a thin boundary layer is no 

longer valid.. Effects such as large pressure gradients along the surface, 

skin roughness, flow separation, oblique shocks, and the effect of 

vorticity generated by curved shocks are all present areas of controversy. 
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'oo 

NOSE CONE 

[BOUNDARY LAYER 

^DETACHED SHOCK 

Figure 13. Leading edge of nose cone 

Referring to Figure 13, in the case of a high speed flow a shock wave 

stands in front of the "body and forms a region of subsonic flow around the 

stagnation point. In this region of subsonic flow the flow is nearly 

inc ompre s sible.( 13, 31). 

Very near the forward stagnation point in a two-dimensional flow 

past a body, the velocity U just outside the boundary layer is proportional 

to the distance x from the stagnation point so that 

U = Bx. (165) 

where B is a constant corresponding to the velocity gradient at the 

stagnation point. Euler's equation of motion is valid just outside the 

boundary layer, hence.. 

(166) 

but from Equation 165 

U H = Fx (167) 

1 dP 
p cE 
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At this point an order of magnitude analysis applied to the "boundary 

layer equations is necessary. Repeating the momentum equations, continuity 

and the general energy equation here for reference, we have 

x momentum > 

+ + (103) 

y momentum. 

continuity• 

(pu) + (pv) + t|t (x, y) + = 0. (105) 

The general energy Equation 66 "becomes 

~5T + ~^r + pit(ll + i^ + ̂ )+Ci!iEx + SlEjr + S (̂ ~Z) + 

|( )̂+!s.l|=0. (168, 

If Ô is the thickness of the "boundary layer, u changes from zero to 

its maximum value U in the main stream in a length 6 and if U is taken as 

a magnitude of standard order and ô as small then 

item order 

du 1 
5T Ô 

à2u 1 

af 6= 

u 1 

I  
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item order 

£ 
5 1 (l69) 
OXT 

If all sources or sinks \|r are assumed zero and the flow is assumed 

incompressible then the continuity equation reduces to: 

£ + I • 0- (170) 

"but since the order of is 1 then ̂  is of order 1 "but since v is zero 

when y is zero, then v will "be of order 5, hence 

item order 

6 
£ 

8 

5 • r  

An order of magnitude analysis is applied to the energy equation as 

follows. The velocity u changes from zero to its maximum value in the 

main stream while the temperature T changes from T to T_, hence if T and 
w o 

u are taken as quantities of standard order and v is of order ô then. 

item order 

d2! . 

Bx2 

d2! 1 
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item order 

ÔT 
1 

- I  

u l i  1  

v |S s (172) 

The energy equation is further simplified "by assuming: q^ is zero, 

steady state conditions exist, and are zero, Wg is zero, the 

potential energy term is zero, and the derivatives of the shear work may 

be neglected in comparison with the other remaining terms. Hence, the 

general energy Equation 168, for regions within the boundary layer near 

the stagnation point, becomes 

The continuity Equation 170 remains as 

H + ̂  = 0e (170) 

The x momentum Equation 105 "becomes 

+ = + * . (iw 

The y momentum Equation 104 becomes 

3# - 0 («5) 

^V 
since u. is of order Ô. Define a stream function such that 

ày2 

t = (7 B) 2 x F (ti) (176) 

where 

n = ( I y • (177) 
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Then the velocity components may "be expressed as 

u = B x F' (178) 

v = - (7 B)^ F. (179) 

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to y. 

The continuity Equation 170 is thus seen to be satisfied. Perform

ing the required differentiation and substitution into Equation 174 

yields 

F'2 -FF" = 1 + F'" . (180) 

The numerical integration of Equation l80 has been carried out and 

the results given in Reference 51. 

Now assume the boundary layer temperature profile to be of the form. 

T = Tw - (Tv - TJ 6 (TI). (181) 

Substituting Equations 178, 179, and l8l into the general energy Equation 

175 yields for 6 (t]) 

9" + Pr F 6' = 0, (182) 

where Pr is the Frandtl number. The boundary conditions on 9 are 

6 (o) = 0 
(185) 

e (00)  =  1  

the solution of Equation 182 may be written as . 

' ? 
9  (n)  =  a  (Fr)  J" [e -Pr ° F d 11 ] dT] (184) 

o 

and from Equation 185. 

. 
z -Pr / F dT) 

âjsT ' J e 0 *>• (l85) 
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The parameter a (Pr) has "been found to "be closely approximated by(51) 

a (Pr) = .570 Pr°'4 . (186) 

It should "be noted at this point that the solutions obtained are 

approximate for an axisymmetric flow over a spherical nose cone but for 

a flat nose cone the solutions are actually those of the equations of 

motion, continuity and energy. An interpretation of the Equation 185 is 

also in order. The first derivative of Equation l8l with respect to y, 

yields 

§ - - K - | $ (187) 

but from Equation 184, ̂  

_Pr r dTl 
^ = a (Pr) e -^0 (188) 

so that t] 

, -Pr r ¥ dr\ 
§ - - (Tv - IJ § a (Pr) e o (189) 

but the heat conducted from the boundary layer to the wall is 

s,--kc§ l„ = o 

so that from Equation 189 

^ a P(r) (Tw-I„). (1)1) 

The heat conducted to the wall may also be expressed in terms of a film 

coefficient as 

%, - h (Tw - TJ (192) 

so that 

h = kc a P(r). (19S) 
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Multiplying Equation 193 through "by x and dividing "by k= yields the 

Nusselt number "based on free stream properties, also from Equations 177 

and 186, 

= I z (194) 

so that, 

Nu~ = - -570 Er°-k | ̂ . (195) 
c \j 7 

Equation 186 thus establishes the first constant of integration of S, 

and this constant is required in the definition of the free-stream Nusselt 

number at the stagnation point as indicated in Equation 195. 

In the preceding analysis for the free stream Husselt number, the 

reference temperature was the free stream temperature T . In an earlier 

discussion, it was stated that the heat flux at the surface does not 

depend on the difference "between the wall temperature T and the free 

stream temperature T , "but on the difference "between the wall temperature 

T and the adiàbatic wall temperature T^, see Figure 12. Thus the 

appropriate definition of a flim coefficient of heat transfer is one "based 

on the adiàbatic wall temperature as a reference, i.e., 

B = y . T . (196) 
w aw 

In order to derive the stagnation heat flux it is now necessary to 

derive the heat flux along the surface of a flat plate such that the 

heat flux is independent of the distance measured along the surface of the 

plate (29). If one assumes a zero pressure gradient along the surface 

of the plate, incompressible flow and a constant viscosity \i, Equation 
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103 becomes 

• a*» 

Expanding the general energy Equation 66, using h = c^T, and assuming 

that the velocity and temperature gradients in the x-direction are much 

less than in the y direction and that the corresponding viscous shear 

stresses and heat conduction terms in the x-direction are negligible 

results in 

p  u  t cp M  + S (U ]+ p V [cp ̂  + ^ (U22Jg^' 1 = 

# (^8) 

now. 

v/u « 1 (199) 

and the stagnation temperature may be written as 

To -T + " T + éjg • (200) 
p °c p c 

Assuming that the specific heat, c , and viscosity, p, are constant, then 

from Equation 200 

àT 
<201' 

and 

ÔT 

Érjç Ie (u2) = " E • (202) 

The Prandtl number is 
C Li 

Pr = -2- (203) 
c 

and substituting Equations 201 and 202 into Equation 198 yields 
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<«*> 

An important simplification will now "be made "by assuming that the Pr is 

approximately one. Fortunately, this assumption is valid since for air 

the Pr number is close to one. With this assumption Equation 204 yields 

dT ÔT d2T 
+ ^ = <205) 

Equation 197 and 205 are seen to he similar, i.e., the temperature 

profile and velocity profile are similar for all values of x, hence, at 

every point with the same velocity u and v, the temperature will he the 

same, therefore, for a uniform flow along the surface of the plate, a 

point on the surface will remain at a constant temperature. Another 

important result arising from the similarity is that the viscous boundary 

layer and the thermal boundary layer have the same thickness. This last 

important result permits the assumption that the stagnation temperature 

T is of the form 
o 

TQ = A u + B. (206) 

The assumption for Tq does not include a length dimension and both 

Equation 197 and 205 are satisfied. The boundary conditions on Tq are 

T = T 
° °=o 

u = V 
00 

T = T 
o w 

u = 0- (207) 

hence, Equation 206 becomes • 
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T - T u _ o v 
V T - T • oo o W oo 

From thermodynamics" 

k E 
°P "(k^)J 

'C oo 

or 

1_ = (k " 1) Too g/ 
c 
p a2 

so that 

C__ oo oo ^2 

(208) 

(209) 

the free-stream speed of sound is 

a2 = k g R T (210) 

(211) 

^- = }f T_ (k - l)gcJ (212) 

P 

From Equation 200, the stagnation temperature Tq is 

to =1 + 5j g  ( 2 °° )  
P C 

or 

1 - Tc - ê Jg 
P C 

from Equation 208 

f <T= - V + T„ - V (^ 
00 00 w 

hence, from Equations 212 and 214, Equation 213 becomes 

T=f (To - V - (^ (# ̂ T„ <2«) 
00 00 CO' 

or 

1 - \ - b (To . --V - ®C T„ (|-)2- (216) 
00 00 00 
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The heat flux at the surface of the plate is. 

9* = - (217) 

from Equations 215 and 217.-

K • To i (#)w (ci») 

assuming a laminar boundary layer 

tw = H (du/dy)w, 

hence, Equation 218 becomes. 

\ = cp T- K - To > (219) 

referring to Equation 198 

V d?®) 

and noting that when the Er number is equal to one, that T = Tq , then. 

^ = h (Tw - To ). (220) 
00 

The local skin-friction coefficient may be defined as 

Tw c _ = (221) 

hence, from Equations 219, 220, and Equation 221 

c- p V2 c 
c t f 00 00 p 

= h = — . (222) 
V 2 V 

00 00 

Now the Stanton number is defined as 

V Ï R Ç - T  ( 2 S )  

but the Stanton number may also be written as 
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. , k Nu 

Vfe " f ' ^ (^rJ " 
c 00 

Thus the general expression for the heat flux based upon free-stream pro

perties and independent of a length dimension is, from Equations 220, 222, 

22$, and 224 equal to 

Nu 
V- cp (Tw - Tc >• (225) 

00 V00 * 00 

For a Pr number of one, 

Nu 
(226) 

Equation 195 yields the equation for the free stream Nusselt number 

in the vicinity of the stagnation region while Equation 226 yields the 

heat flux at the surface of a plate "based on a defined free stream Nusselt 

number. If the Nusselt number defined in Equation 195 is substituted into 

Equation 226, then the heat flux at the surface of the plate in the stag

nation region will "be defined, thus substituting Equation 195 into 

Equation 226 yields 

V , = -5T0 o JBP0 U0 (Tw - T ). (227) 
stag ^ 00 00 00 

The velocity gradient B will now "be established, thus completing 

the formulation for the stagnation heat flux. 

The velocity gradient B is defined "by Formula 165. Consider the 

translation of a sphere in an infinite inviscid fluid. The velocity 

potential must satisfy the following conditions: 

1. The Laplace equationy2 (j) = 0 everywhere except singular points. 

2. The fluid remains at rest at infinity; i.e., the space derivates 
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of (j) must vanish at infinity. 

3. The "boundary conditions at the surface of the solid must "be 

DF 
satisfied.; i.e., ̂  = 0, where F is a general "boundary equation. 

U cos  9 

Figure 14a. Translating sphere 

The fluid velocity normal to the surface is, 

hence, the "boundary condition is 

- -v- = U cos 6 
or 

for r = a. 

Let. 

y*-' + z2 = a? 

then the general "boundary equation may "be written as . 

F = (x - U t)2 + o? - a2 = 0 

so that 

(228) 

(229) 

(230) 

(231) 
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I  =  U 1  +  T ' I  +  I  =  °  ( 0 2 )  

"but for t = 0. 

at 
U = - dx 

(233) 

so that Equation 232 "becomes 

x||+O)||+Ux = 0 (234) 

for r = a, dividing Equation 234 through "by a and realizing that 

I = cos e (235) 

^ = sin Q (236) 

results in 

cos 8 ̂  + sin 6 ̂  = - U cos 0 (237) 

"but the left hand side of Equation 237 is ̂  so that the boundary 

condition, Equation 229, is satisfied. 

The fluid flow around the sphere, Figure 14, will have axial sym

metry with respect to the x-axis, hence, the LaPlace equation becomes,, 

à / 2 âé\ , 1 B / . „ di (238) 

where (j) is the velocity potential. 

The velocity potential for a doublet is 

(jj = H cos 6 (239) 
r2 

where (j) satisfies Equation 238, p, is any constant, hence substituting 

Equation 239 into Equation 229 yields 
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- x-*- = cos 6 = U cos 6- (240) 
ar 

which is satisfied for r = a if 

p = U a3/2 (241) 

hence, for a translating sphere in an infinite fluid 

(j) = cos 9 (242) 
2I-2 

and for a steady flow of an infinite fluid around a sphere. 

tt 3 
(f> = cos 0 + Ur cos 9 (24$) 

2r2 

Te = - ? S (2Wt) 

hence 

vfl = — sin 9 • | + U sin 9 • | . (245) 
y 2r3 

Refer now to Figure 13 and noting that in Figure 13 x is equal to a9, 

Equation 245 thus modified to the coordinate system of Figure 13 "becomes 

Ua2 sin 9 . U x sin 9 U = uo_ x + ujb (246) 
x 2r3 6 a 0 

u 
"but "by definition B is equal to ̂  in the neighborhood of the stagnation 

point, hence from Equation 246 at r = a and as 0 0 

Sphere = T (24?) 

Vœ = (k g R (248) 

hence. 
3 a M 

^sphere = ~ 

The stagnation point heat flux Equation 229 "becomes 
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stag 
= .99 c 

P> 

M« a po "o 
00 00 

<To - V • 
00 

(250) 

The stagnation point heat flux due to radiation is 

1r = - " 6s T„ • 

The net heat flux at _the stagnation point is 

(25U 

, ~ % ^net stag stag 
(252) 

hence, the governing differential equation for the skin temperature at 

the stagnation point is 

aTw _ -99% 

at G \ 

m. a p0 "o 
00 00 

(T T ) -
w (253) 

where G is the heat absorption capacity of the nose cone. 

Assuming that the net heat flux at the stagnation point is zero, 

Equations 250, 251, and 252 yield for the steady state temperature T 
w 

a es Tw = .99c p\ 

a "o "o 
00 00 

< T o  -V  
00 

(254) 

or 

v ires XI 

M« a 0o "o 
00 00 

D 
(T T. ) 

w 
(255) 

Equation 255 may "be solved by trial and error to yield the stagnation, 

point temperature ( steady state) and then Equation 251 may be used for 

determining the stagnation heat flux (steady state). 
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DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THE 

INEQUALITY HEATING CONSTRAINT EQUATION 

Defining the generalized coordinates as 

= x (256) 

<32 = h (257) 

q5 = 7. (258) 

Equation 23 "becomes, for the x coordinate 

& 0 <259) 
di 

R2 

x 

dR mx+mg c  — S  = (260) 

"but from Equation 20. 

dR x 
= R 

hence, Equation 26o "becomes 

m g R2 x 
m x* + 2— = Q (26l) 

[(E0 + hf + x=]| ^ 

for the h coordinate 

R2 . 
+ 11 «o = \ (263) 

but from Equation 20 

dR Ro + h 

3h R 

Hence Equation 263 becomes. 
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m h + 
m soK (Ro + h) 

[(R0 + h)2 + x2]! 
(264) 

for the 7 coordinate,. 

I 7 = Qy . 

The generalized forces will now be defined. 

(265) 

Referring to Figure 

14b. 

AXIS OF 
VEHICLE 

TRAJECTORY 

Figure l4b. Generalized forces 
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The generalized forces are: 

(^ = Ik cos (j) - sin (j), (266) 

= Iu sin (j) + D^. cos (j).- (267) 

S = V <2ÉB) 

The equations of motion thus "become, for the x coordinate 

m g R2 x 
m*x + 5- = L. cos d) - D. sin (j) (269) 

[(R0 + h)2 + * 

for the h coordinate 

m g R2 (R + h) 
m "h + , = L. sin (j) + D cos (j) (270) 

[(Eo + h)2 + ̂ ]| * 

for the 7 coordinate 

i y =-Mom (271) 

where L , D^, and MQm are defined as per Equations $1, 16k, and 88, 

respectively. 

Equation 269 may "be ximplified "by noting that 

R2 x 
° « 1. (272) 
[(R + h)2 + x2]! 0 y  ' 4 J2 

Equation 270 may also "be simplified "by noting that 

R2 (R + h) 
2— « 1. (275) 

[(Rq + h)2 + x2]! 

The preceding simplifications are the results of a sample calculation 

which indicates that for a reentry vehicle traveling 15,000 ft/sec, 

reentering at an altitude of 100 miles, the maximum value for x is 
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approximately 500 miles, assuming no drag or lift forces acting on the 

vehicle, and assuming an earth radius of 4,000 miles. 

Substituting Equations 3, 88, 91> 164-, 272, and 273, into the 

equations of motion 269, 270, and 271 yield, for the x coordinate 

m, 2 a p. Ls g + vg)* q 

g= + ii> -a* 

for the h coordinate. 

. 2 a c- Ls K * « 
™ T h =  : — 2  T x  -

(274) 

ec J(^ + i) - a= 

2 a p. Lg (vî + v5)l^ + 

gc + - a2 
8 rl p. "<» LS K + ̂  vh-**c' (275) 

also 

x = v 
x 

(276) 

h = vh (277) 

Designate the maximum allowable temperature at the stagnation point 

by T . Note that at the stagnation point there exists the inequality 
wo 

°<T„< Tto. (278) 

Equation 253 may be integrated to yield the temperature at the 

stagnation point at any time t. At the instant that the stagnation 

temperature becomes equal to the maximum allowed, the condition 

dT 
(àf) = 0 (279) 
d T = T 

w wo 
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must be imposed on Equation 253. Under this condition and at that 

instant Equation 253 may be written as 

0 €s T« = -"cp 

po »o aM« 
" " (T -T ). (280) D o wo 

00 

Now the right hand side of Equation 280 is the stagnation heat flux and 

the left hand side is a constant for a given surface and a given tempera

ture Twq. Equation 280 thus establishes the upper bound for the stagnation 

heat flux and this upper bound has the magnitude 

0 S - V- (281) 

Note that at the stagnation point there exists an inequality of the form. 

0 < % < V <282> 

which will hereafter be considered as the inequality heating constraint. 

Equation 271 may be rewritten as 

P- ̂  ̂  ̂  S " (285) I ( ^ , = - u * = # = T  

where 

= (j) (284) 

(^ = à (2B5) 

V V - V. V 
è = -ï-£ (286) 

ï . K + - yhi _ (vA - Vx)(g)(Vh + tÀ] (28, 

K +  i> 2  (i - i> 2  
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A GENERAL VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 

The methods of the variational calculus have been extensively used 

since World War II in the real m of space dynamics. With the advent of 

jet engines as aircraft propulsion systems and the increase in flight 

velocities a new wealth of important and unsolved problems of flight 

mechanics have arisen which can best be formulated and interpreted by 

variational methods (12). 

The variational approach is useful in investigations 

a. which formulate the optimum conditions of flight in a general 

fashion, valid (among other factors) for an arbitrary dependence of the 

characteristics of the airframe and of the engine on the Mach number, 

b. which unify all the optimum conditions of flight in a vertical 

plane into one single equation; this equation contains, as a particular 

case, the answer to a variety of problems such as celling, best range, 

best endurance, maximum level speed, steepest ascent, best rate of climb, 

flattest descent, etc., 

c. which unify all the optimum conditions of flight in a horizontal 

plane into one single equation such as in (b), 

d. which seek answers to design problems such as best airfoil shape, 

best airfoil contour, etc. 

A general variational formulation of a three degree of freedom 

reentry vehicle will now be derived based on an inequality constraint of 

the form. 

° ^ (282) 

and subject to the condition that 
r tc 

dG = AG | = extremal. (288) 
^1 
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Where G is some function to he specified later. 

The kinematic constraints are: 

x - vx = 0 (289) 

£ - vh = 0 (290) 

& - o>2 = 0. (291) 

The kinetic constraints are : 

m \ ~ Fx (vx vh = 0 (292) 

m \ " Fh (vx vh ̂  = 0 (295) 

I (\ + &2) + g (vx vh a) = 0 (294) 

•where F , F^, and g are the right hand side of Equations 2jk, 275, and 

283. q^ in the inequality constraint Equation 282 is subject to 

• \ (tX vh)] = 0 (295) 

where q^. (v v^) is given by Equation 250. 

The problem as presented to this point is a Bolza problem, however, 

if the Bolza technique is applied, Equation 295 will drop out of the 

resulting formulation. In order to adjoin Equation 295 to the resulting 

formulation, it is necessary to define a new variable z such that 

^ ^ (296) 

z is known as the Valentine variable. The addition of Equation 296 serves 

not only to adjoin Equation 295 to the system of equations but also effec

tively replaces tlfe~~inequality heating constraint, Equation 282. 

q^ is always greater than zero and subject to the inequality con

straint, Equation 282. With these conditions on q^, it is obvious that 

z is real in Equation 296. 
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To formulate the general variational problem, multiply Equations 289 

through 296 by \^, Xg, . . . Xg respectively and add. This yields a new-

function 

L = \1 (x - vx) + Xg (h - vh) + X^ (a - c^) + x^ [m v^ - Fx(vxvha) ] + 

x5 [m vh - Fh (vx vh a)] + x6 [I (\ + <^) + g (vx vh a)] + 

>7 tV " % (vx vh" + x8 I** * V5™ " V <297) 

or 

F = (x, h, a, vx, vh, a^, q^., z). (298) 

The time (t) is considered the independent variable and F must satisfy the 

Euler -Lagrange equations. 

= ° (299) 

with respect to x, h, a, vx, v^, a^, q^, and z 

for x. 

ft ̂  - || = Xi = 0 (300) 

for h-

It <!> - I • *8 • 0 (301) 

for a. 

âF ÔF 
It ̂  ~ = *3 + [ (302) 

for vx. 

It ̂  - E" = m H + 1 It (x6 Tf) + [ h. + H -5F * x5 " 
ovx x ovx X X 

x6 1  5T " x6 B  +  X7^ ] = 0  ( 5 0 5 )  
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for v. 
h-' 

ÔF dF. 

"% =  m^ +  I^ ( X6^ ) +  [x2 +  H5< +  x5^-
h h 

dô^ dg 
[W 

X 6 l^" X6S- + X7^ , = 0  (304) 

for . 

f c ^ - %  =  I ^  +  X 3 = 0  

for V 

d r<5F \ dF 

X ' - s .  

for z. 

dt (7T} ™ 3T = " [X7 " X8 (qxro " 2qv)] = 0 

& (~7} ' H" = - 2\g z = 0. 

(305) 

(306) 

(307) 

F must satisfy Equations 289 through 296 and 300 through 307 and 

also the following "boundary condition 

8 
C dF dG + % 5 q. =0. 

L=1 5\ ^ 

(308) 

Equation 308 is often referred to as the transversality condition. 

Equation 308 "becomes-
am, 

dG + X-^ ôx + Xg 5h + X? ÔQJ + (m X^ + 1 Xg ) ôv^ + 
dv 

dc^ 
( m  \  +  I  Xg —) Svh + I Xg 50^ 

'2 

= 0 (309) 

since.-
dF = 0 (310) 
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and 

I  = 0 -
There are 16 variables composed of the six state variables, x, h, ex, 

vx, vh, o>2, the constraint variables, q^, the Valentine variable, z, and 

the eight Lagrange multipliers X± (i=l . .8). There are eight constraint 

equations, 289 through 296, and eight Euler-Lagrange first-order differ

ential equations, 300 through 307. There are the same number of equations 

as there are variables. There are 12 first-order differential equations 

in this system which give rise to 12 constants of integration. These 

constants may be evaluated in the following manner. 

There are six initial boundary conditions on x, h, a, v^, v^, and a^, 

and for the initial phase of the flight Xy and Xg are set equal to zero. 

There are six first-order non-linear differential equations for the X^ 

through Xg and only the transversality condition remains as a boundary 

condition. Thus it appears there are five remaining unknown constants of 

integration for which there is no available information. An examination 

of the equations of motion, Equations 274, 275, and 283, reveal that these 

equations are sufficient for completely defining the initial phase of 

the flight. This implies the: non-existence of a variational problem, 

with regards to v^, v^, and a, during the initial phase of flight, hence, 

all Xi may be equal to zero during the initial phase of flight since 

the trajectory is completely defined by the three equations of motion. 

During the heating constrained phase of flight, the stagnation heat flux 

equation becomes effective and from Equation 280, it is obvious that 

there is only one unknown in the equation which is the mach number, 
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hence, Equation 280, when effective, forms a constraining relation 

"between vx and v^ and the system reduces to a two degree of freedom 

system. The third equation of motion, Equation 28$, can no longer "be 

admitted since the angle of attack must now "be generated in such a 

manner that a heating constraint trajectory results until impact occurs. 

The vehicle must now "be considered as a two degree of freedom 

system whose two equations of motion, Equations 2jk and 275, contain the 

unknown parameter a. This implies the existence of a variational pro

blem and the possibility that the X^ might serve as generating functions 

for determining an a which would yield a trajectory subjected to the 

heating constraint inequality, Equation 282, and the conditions imposed 

by Equation 288. Since the X^, which are functions of time, become 

effective at the instant of wavi mnm heating, the initial value for the 

Xi be taken as zero, this may allow some "overshoot" on the 

preassigned mavirrrmn value of q^g, however, this can be corrected with 

data from "computer runs". The remaining X^ which may turn out to be 

constants will be determined with the aid of the transversality condition. 

Thus there are sufficient boundary conditions for all X^. 

The initial condition for the stagnation point temperature is 

T„ (tx) = Tvl. (112)  

A control theory analysis of this system of equations is now in order. 

An inspection of Equations 303 and 304 indicate that X= and X^ are depend

ent upon Xy provided Xy is not zero. 

In Equation 307 either Xg or z must be equal to zero, assuming z = 0 

and Xg ^ 0, Equation 306 is seen to reduce to 
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^ ™ X8 (^wo " (313) 

but when z equals zero, from Equation 296, q^ must equal q^ or zero, but 

q^. is never zero, hence Equation 313 becomes.. 

Equations 303, 304-, and 314 reveal the important fact that when the 

equality sign in Equation 282 holds, that the heating constraint effect 

can be applied continuously over a trajectory. The possibility that Xg 

may alternately switch from z non-zero value to a zero value may exist, 

if so, the vehicle would be flying an on-off constraint trajectory. 

Assume that Xg does switch from a non-zero value to a zero value; at the 

instant of switching, Xy must also "switch" to zero to satisfy Equation 

314, but if q^ = qw.Q, then z must also be equal to zero to satisfy 

Equation 296. The value of zero for Xg and z simultaneously cannot be 

permitted for if it could there would be no meaning in the definition of 

the inequality constraint Equation 282 and the adjoining Equation 296. 

Thus the important result which the preceding analysis yields is that the 

heating constraint, once continuously effective, is applied continuously 

over the trajectory and that the total flight trajectory would consist 

at most of a off-on constraint trajectory with no switching allowed 

during the latter phase. The preceding analysis indicates that switching 

of Xg from zero is permitted when the heating constraint becomes continu

ously effective. It is obvious from Equations 280 and 28l, that one of the 

parameters which governs the "range" is the value of T^, which is 

dependent on the allowable nose cone surface temperature, and that the 

preceding system of equations will yield a unique solution for a 

*7 ~ " X8 9wo" (314) 
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preassigned T . To speak of a near-constraint type of trajectory has no 

meaning since any trajectory slightly above and similar to that for a 

preassigned is a near-constraint trajectory and the angle of attack 

can "be arbitrarily chosen at any instance to yield any near-constraint 

trajectory, for which there will correspond a near value to the preas signed 

T^. This near constraint trajectory will thus involve variations such 

that the necessary condition for an extremal for Equation 288 will 

exist, i.e., 

E > 0 * (315) 

where, g 

E = F (q* q*) - F ô.) - ̂  (q* - q_) ̂  (316) 

where * denotes functions subjected to finite, admissible variations. The 

q^, the derivatives of which occur in F, (here x, h, a, v^, v^, q^.), 

must he continuous, i.e., q* = q^. ÙG in Equation 288 will be the 

extremal value corresponding to the prescribed T . 

The preceding general variational formulation has been shown to be 

mathematically compatiable under the conditions and constraints imposed 

and the uniqueness of a solution has been tacitly established by the 

preceding argument. 

Due to the complexity of the system of equations obtained in the 

general variational formulation, the following assumptions will be made 

with no loss in generality. 

It will be assumed that the center of pressure of the airfoil 

coincides with the mass center of the vehicle, thus no aerodynamic mom

ent is generated. It will also be assumed that the mass inertia of the 
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vehicle with respect to the pitch axis through the center of mass is 

negligible. 

a, which appears in the force equations, will be set equal to zero 

during the initial phase of the reentry flight. The must be set 

equal to zero, since for a preassigned a, the two equations of motion are 

sufficient for specifying the trajectory and under this condition the 

have no meaning. Hence, the initial phase of flight consist of a 

minimum drag free ballistic trajectory. 

At the instant that the stagnation surface temperature reaches a 

preassigned T , .the imposed condition of zero on the and will be 

relaxed and the will then serve as generating functions generating an 

equivalent angle of attack so as to fly the vehicle on an aerodynamic 

heating constraint trajectory, subjected to the conditions of Equation 288. 

The preceding assumptions thus reduce the vehicle to a two degree 

of freedom system with equivalent lift and drag. They also eliminate the 

equation of motion, Equation 28$. Since the inequality heating constraint, 

Equation 282, is also equivalent to an inequality velocity constraint, 

Equation 282, will be replaced by the following inequality velocity 

constraint, 

0 < V < VM (317) 

where V will be determined later. 
m 

The formulation for this simplified version of the general varia

tional formulation will now be presented. 
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The kinematic constraints are: - ' 

x - vx = 0 (318) 

& - vh = 0. (319) 

The kinetic constraints are: 

m tx " fx ^vx vh = 0 (520) 

m \ ~ Fh (vx vh = 0 (521) 

also, 

v - + ^ 

and the Valentine variable is 

z2 - V (Vm - V) = 0. (323) 

The function F becomes, 

F = \1 (x - vx) + ̂  - vh) + \5 (m vx - F^) + X^(m v^ - F^) + 

X5 (V - JvJ + vg ) + X6 (z2 - V (Vm - V)) ' (324) 

•where. 

F = (x ha vx vh V z). ' (325} 

The EuLer-Lagrange equations are 

for x: 

x^ = 0 x-^ — (327) 

for h, 

Xg - 0 Xg = (328) 

f°r a® ôf. 

*3 5T + xt 30" = ° (329) 
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for v 
x a? a? v 
m  ̂  = +  a^ +  ̂ g_ + x. + x  (350) 

X X  > J ^  +  v g  

for vh 

^x Th 
m x!i = + a9 + ̂  XT + H %T + xc I „ (331) •a  +  > 5^ +  HSÏ +  x 5 7^7% 

>J x h 

for V 

X; « x6 (Vm - 2V) (332) 

for z 

2z Xg = 0 (333) 

There are seven variables of state and six unknown Lagrange multi

pliers. There are 13 equations which relate these variables and the 

Lagrange multipliers. There are eight first-order non-linear differential 

equations. The "boundary conditions are: 

Initial conditions for the initial phase. 

x (ti) = 0 vx(tl) = 

h (t]_) = h± vh (tx) = 0 

= 0 a = 0 (33 4) 

The terminal conditions for this phase of flight is: 

Vm = v|vî + ,h ' when \ m \o (335) 

where is the velocity which corresponds to the root of Equation 280. 

Initial conditions for the second phase,. 

x (t|) = x vx(tp = vx 

h (t£) = h vh(tp = vh 

z = o a £ o 
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x5 = ' x6 vm 

The transversality condition is. 

X.. (t^) — 0. 

dG + Ôx + ôh + m X^ ôv^ + m X^ Ôv^ = 0 

(336) 

(337) 

and the impact condition which terminates the problem is 

h - - Bo *K - * • (338) 

The 

A flow sheet for the computer computation is shown on Figure 15. 

problem is designated as P 1. 
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SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS REQUIRED FOR THE COMPUTATION 

OF A TRAJECTORY FOR PROBLEM P 1 

a = J k gc R Tœ 

O oo 
00 

T, = T_ (1 + M* ) 

= (1 k - 1 

= P_ (1 + 10 k™1 
O oo 

00 

M = 
oo a 

P = 

1 + *£ 

Sr = -99cp>J 

.99c_ 

M.* Po 
00 00 

D 

T = 
w G > 

M. * Po 
00 00 

"wo = •"% -

M. a po ^0 
00 00 

(To "V 
00 

k a e T 
<To - V - - ! T - =  

00 

<To - V 
00 

Sro - 0 es 
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F = 
2 a p. h K * ̂  \ a 2a p» LS K + i'2 Tx 

X 
«c K + • >2 « c  K +  i  • a 2  

.8lï p« "» LS K+ i)* 

F -
2 a p» h K + Tx a 2 a p. Th ̂  

h 
Se i - a2 s c  K  +  ̂ - a 2  

J8 rx pœ ^ ls + ^'2 - " % 

II CH
H 

1 - Is In (1 - B) - In (1 + 
B 2B 2^-

Vb) + —=7- In (l - Vb) 
2E| 

v6 -
T 4 8 !t a 

5 a2 V .. V. 0 

(342) 

(343) 

m 

V- ̂  

(34$) 

is the velocity corresponding to the maximum surface temperature T wq. 

v= + ̂  

z2 = V (Vm - V) 

ÔF dF. h 
b 3zr + \ SET = 0 

H = î" + =~ 

S - H K -2V) 

0 — 2 z Xz 

h 
dF x , h d V X5 vx 

m "3v~ m "sr + r V X X 

dFx + H dFh + S Th 
5™ 

^ h +  m ^h + m V 

(322) 

(323) 

(329) 

(330) 

(331) 

(332) 

(333) 

Equations 329> 330, and 331 may be combined to yield 
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= 5: + h, * h 
Tx 

S = 5" + 5" Fl + (346) 

H = + ̂  + 
f
1 f2 + ~hr (547) 

dFv dF, dFv dF. dFv dF, dF dF, 

x5 (vh+vx 3E"/̂ ")+ + ̂  = x3[(F2"Fi) ̂ "ScT -

(348) 

Equation 348 defines a relationship between X^ and a^, a^, and X^, 

Where" dF dF. dF dF, 
x h _ x h 

dv 3â da dv 
pi • ow 

h 
55" 

SFh 3Fx 3Ph ÔFx 

dr. da da dv" 
FS - -£-» • (350) 

X 

The initial conditions for the initial phase of flight are 

x (y = 0 vx (tx) = 

h (t1) = hx vh (t2) = 0. 

tw Ctx) = Tvl (551) 

See Figure 15 for the other conditions, the terminal conditions for the 

initial phase are 

V = vn, «hen lw = Tto. (552) 

The initial conditions for the second phase are the terminal conditions 

for the first phase. The problem is terminated when impact occurs, i.e., 

J* h = - Ro + I R2 - x2 (338) 
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The initial conditions for all X^ (t) may he taken as zero. 

At this point it is necessary to define the function G which appears 

in Equation 288 and in the transversality equation. Repeating the trans

versal! ty equation. , 
*2 

dG + a1 ôx + ag 5h + Xj m Ô vx + X^ m 6 v^ = 0, 

*i 

and since 

dq^ = 5q^ + q^ dt (355) 

then Equation 309 may he written as , 
I 2 

D G + A ^ D X + A ^ D H  +  X ^ M ^ + X ^ M D V ^ - C D T  |  = 0  ( 3 5 * 0  
tl 

where. 

C = ®l vx + ®2 vh + ̂ 5 m tx + H m \ ' (355) 

If G is equal to t, where t is time, then the condition imposed on the 

system by Equation 288 is that of m-i nim-mn time of descent, Under this 

condition C = 1, and since x and h are not explicit in Equation 297 for 

F and both are free at tg, then and a^ may be set equal to zero. The 

transversa]ity condition then becomes. 

1 = X^ M VX + X^ M VH (356) 

If G is equal to x or h, then the condition imposed on the system by 

Equation 288 is that of rnavimum range or altitude. Under this condition 

either a^ or a^ is equal to - 1 while the other is set equal to zero. 

C is also equal to zero under this condition. 

If G is set equal to zero, then the system is subjected only to the 

inequality velocity constraint expressed by Equation 317. Under this 
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condition the transversal!ty equation becomes 

0 = | (357) 

. 
This last condition for G will be the one admitted in this investiga

tion. Prior analysis has indicated that for a prescribed T , there exist 
—— wo 

a unique trajectory and time of descent, hence the reason for relaxing 

any condition imposed by Equation 288 . 

The remaining equations are 

2 a p- LS Q Th vx M 

«£ F 
K +  ̂  ^  K  +  ̂ - a 2 K  +  v S  

•] 

i/J8rip. •*- Ls 
I1» LsK * 3 

2 (f + vg)t 
] (358) 

&U 2 a P. h a \ Th 

^h =  ^ [k + '-h -a2 3 
- [J8ri p- * •»Ls (i + vh)2 

i - ^ J8 
rl 

J i +  i  3 K  +  i î  - a '  

(359) 

2 (vj + v§)T 

^Ls1 

^x 2 a P« LS a K 

^ 5ê [. 
K  + ̂  ̂ H  + ^  ^ H * ^  

1 i f  
K + v? - a2 J N ^ ̂  Lg 

Th vx 

x h 

2ap» Vl 

^ = ̂ T~ 

2 + v|)TJ 

(360) 

pill 
IRTl K +  ̂  - a 2  +  i  -  a N i  +  i  M i K  4] 
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vx Th ri p. ^ 
(561) 

2 + 

K 2 a p- ̂  K * ii>¥ Th ^ p« Ls ^+ Txa 

w"~^PTT~r~ 'ÏFTT~r~ 

< + 2 a p»^^ +  ̂ Tx  ̂  p«  ̂  +  iP* vh a  

= " '  « . s i i * < •  '  v l  • ! • • ! - '  '  

A V2 " N 
66,, 

A2 Y A V2 
m m m 

A = «A8- ; (365) 

A flow diagram which indicates the sequence of computed data is 

shown on Figure 15 which follows. The principal equations are indicated 

"by numbered "blocks. The numbers shown correspond to the number of the 

equation listed in this chapter. All supporting data calculations are 

indicated in the "block labeled subroutine calculations. All given data 

is indicated in the block labeled given data. 

The given data for this flow diagram is 

c = 0.24 — 
p lb-°B 

Lg = 3.00 ft. 

= 32.2 Ib-ft 

C Ibp sec2 

= Uw (TJ lb/ft-sec 

D = 2.00 ft. 
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T = (preassigned) 
WO 

€ = 0.80 

a = 4.80 x 10~15 

k = 1.40 

R = 55.3 

R. = 21 x 106 ft. 

G = 2.00 

82 

HHJ 

sec-Ft2-°R^ 

lb-°R 

m =8.00 slugs 

BTU 

ft2-°R 

The final phase of this analytical study is the solving of the system 

of equations listed in this chapter and in the sequence as indicated on 

Figure 15 with the aid of a digital computer. 
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Figure 15. Flow sheet-
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CONCLUSIONS 

Figures 16 through 26, which follow this chapter, represent the 

results obtained from the solving of the system of equations listed in 

the preceding chapter and in the sequence indicated by the flow sheet, 

Figure 15. These equations were solved with the aid of an IEM-7074 

digital computer. 

A qualitative analysis of the results obtained is now in order. 

Figure l6 is a plot of the calculated data in which the angle of attack, 

a, which serves as an equivalent lift or reverse thrust parameter, was 

held at zero. Holding the angle of attack, a, equal to zero results in a 

ballistic trajectory. The initial conditions for this reentry flight were 

reentry at an altitude of 300,000 feet with a horizontal reentry velocity 

of 10,000 feet per second and a nose cone surface temperature of 300°R. 

The may-i mi mi temperature which the nose cone surface attained was 6626°R 

and the may? nnrm down range was approximately 2k0 miles. The time of 

descent was 199 seconds. 

Figures 17 through 21 are plots of the calculated data for reentry 

flights in which the reentry altitude was 300,000 feet, the reentry 

velocity was 10,000 feet per second, the initial nose cone surface temper

ature was 300°R and the trajectory was subjected to a heating constraint. 

During the initial phase of these reentry flights the angle of attack, a, 

was set equal to zero. At the instant that the nose cone surface temper

ature reached a preassigned value, T^, the Lagrange multipliers served 

to generate an angle of attack, a, such that a heating constrained tra

jectory resulted. The preassigned values for T^ are indicated on the 
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figures as well as the maximum value of the angle of attack at the instant 

of constraint. After constraint "become effective there was an overshoot 

of approximately 400°R for all preassigned values of T . The variation 
wo 

in the value of the angle of attack is indicated after the system 

stabilized at the indicated T^ (max). The time of descent is also 

indicated for each reentry flight. Note that the maximum angle of attack 

and steepest descent are associated with the smaller values of the pre

assigned nose cone surface temperature, T . Figure 21 is a plot of the 

maximum value of a versus the preassigned value of T^. 

Figures 22 through 26 are plots of the calculated data for reentry 

flight in which the reentry altitude was 300,000 feet, the reentry 

velocity was 7500 feet per second, the initial nose cone temperature was 

300°E and the trajectory was subjected to a heating constraint. These 

figures list the same data as the figures for the reentry velocity 

trajectories of 10,000 feet per second, however, the trajectories are 

considerably different as the figures indicate. The reentry velocity 

trajectories of 7500 feet per second do not indicate a steep descent at 

the instant that the heating constraint becomes effective, the maximum 

angle of attack at the instant of heating constraint is much less and the 

down range is greater as compared with the reentry velocity of 10,000 

feet per second. After constraint bee.me effective there was an overshoot 

of approximately kOO°R for all preassigned values of T^ as was the case 

for the reentry velocity of 10,000 feet per second. Figure 26 is a plot 

of the mavi mum value of (% versus the preassigned value of T . 
wo 

Figures 21 and 26 are important in that the angle of attack, a, is 

also indicative of the violent braking action or deceleration required at 
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the instant that the heating constraint "becomes effective. 

An explanation of the overshoot of approximately 400°R for all pre

assigned values of T and for "both values of reentry velocity is in 

order. The overshoot is due to a traceable error which was introduced 

in the formulation of Equation 345 for V^. is the velocity which 

corresponds to the equivalent Mach number which satisfies Equation 250 

when T = T . The stagnation viscosity, stagnation density, and 
w wo 

stagnation temperature in this equation are also functions of the Mach 

number. All of these functions have the form of Equations 152, 339* and 

340. In order to derive a "working" expression for the velocity V^, the 

one (l) in all the expressions of the form of Equations 152, 339# and 340 

was dropped. This is not unrealistic since all the reentry velocities 

correspond to high Mach numbers, i.e., hypersonic speeds. 

An explanation of the difference "between the shape of the trajectories 

for the reentry velocities of 10,000 feet per second and 7500 feet per 

second is in order. A steeper descent, is indicated during the initial 

constraint period in the case of the reentry velocity runs for 10000 feet 

per second as compared with the 7500 feet per second runs for all pre

assigned values of T . Figures 21 and 26 are plots of the equivalent 

angle of attack at the instant of constraint versus the preassigned values 

of T for the velocities indicated. The trajectory plots and Figures 21 
WO 

and 26 indicate that, for a given reentry velocity, as the preassigned 

value for T^ increases that the equivalent "braking action, which is 

required at the instant of constraint, decreases. This is due to the 

fact that the vehicle's speed must "be redoced if heating constraint at the 

preassigned value of is to he accomplished. The trajectory plots also 
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indicate that the more severe the equivalent "braking action at the instant 

of constraint, the smaller the down range even though the reentry velocity 

may "be higher than those case with less severe equivalent "braking action. 

The results of this study, which the calculated data and the plotted 

data confirm, are: 

a. The Lagrange multipliers do generate an equivalent lift or 

reverse thrust program which will "fly" and "hold" the reentry vehicle on 

a heating constrained trajectory. 

"b. It is obvious that the calculated and plotted data that the 

factors which control down range, for a given reentry height are the 

initial values for the reentry velocity, nose cone surface temperature, 

and the preassigned value of T . 
wo 

c. The "overshoot" on the preassigned value for T can "be eliminated 
wo 

"by reducing the error in the equation for V^. 

d. The severe "braking action required at the instant of heating 

constraint can "be reduced "by reducing the space vehicle's velocity prior 

to reentry "by the use of retrograde rockets. The strain on the space 

vehicle would "be less during retrograde firing than during heating con

straint "braking. 

e. Any reduction in the severity of the equivalent "braking action 

at the instant that the heating constraint "becomes effective improves the 

down range for a preassigned T^. 

The further extension of this investigation is now limited to reduc

ing the "overshoot" mentioned in (c) and the severity of the equivalent 

"braking action mentioned in (e). This can "be done "by generating a 

numerical technique for solving the exact equation for with the 
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aid of a computer, and the severity of the equivalent "braking action 

can "be reduced "by additional computer runs with more compatiable pre

assigned values for the reentry velocity and T . 
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Figure l6. Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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Figure 17. Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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Figure 18. Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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Figure 19. Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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Figure 20. Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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Figure 22. Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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Figure 25. Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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Figure 2bm Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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Figure 25. Altitude and nose cone surface temperature versus range 
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